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By Joma Sipe

Quest Books,U.S., United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. The visionary art of Portuguese artist Joma Sipe is all about light-not the ordinary light of
day but the light of spiritual illumination, which brilliantly radiates from the over one hundred, full-
color images in this stunning book. Sipe thinks of his work as sacred geometry that unites this
temporal world with higher planes. Each painting thrills with the dispersion and concentration of
light that seems to emanate from every line. Sipe regards it as springing from the heart of the
universal Energy that shines forth in everything that exists.According to Sipe, his paintings come
completely from inner inspiration. As if by their own volition, the thin silver or gold ink pen he holds
will begin to move until the canvas is filled. Sipe then energizes certain points in the drawing with
crystals, a process that infuses the work with spiritual intensity. Finally, he adds light and soft-color
computer effects to achieve an ethereal qualityMany works in this volume are also accompanied by
his mystical poetry.Since childhood, Sipe has been influenced by painters of the late nineteenth-
century Symbolist Movement. He feels profoundly connected with early Theosophist H....
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This sort of book is every little thing and made me searching ahead and more. Sure, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature.
You wont feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you ask me).
-- Ga vin B osco IV-- Ga vin B osco IV

Very beneficial to any or all class of individuals. It is rally interesting throgh looking at time. You will not feel monotony at at any time of your time (that's
what catalogs are for concerning in the event you question me).
-- Dr . Da lla s Reing er  IV-- Dr . Da lla s Reing er  IV
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